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What would happen if a bird was born from two geniuses? It's a fun
and easy to play first-person endless runner! In this flight of fancy,
you play as a genetically engineered bird named Otto. He's a neat-
looking bird that was created by Dr. Otto and his even-nastier wife

Dr. Mildred. The best thing about Otto is that he was designed so that
he'd never suffer from boredom. Because of that, the bird's advanced

powers allow him to fly through space and wall jump, grab power-
ups, and even duck and fly around obstacles. As he blasts through a

wormhole and approaches a star, Otto can unlock new hats and
unique skins in the game store! In the course of one crazy adventure,
you'll run through a diverse range of planets, from the desert to the
woods. The player's in-game actions also affect Dr. Otto and Mildred.

When they show up, they'll celebrate your efforts! Contact Us: For
general questions, support, or issues, you can email us at

office@crossyroadstudios.com or drop us an email on Facebook. For
Crossy Road Studios, we have our website, where you can stay

updated and find all the game news, and our Twitter. We also have a
Goodreads account if you'd like to give us reviews, and a Google+

profile. Follow us on Tumblr and Reddit, too! Outro: - "That's The Best
Ways" by Youtube user thrillby1 Otto is back! What would happen if a

bird was born from two geniuses? It's a fun and easy to play first-
person endless runner! In this flight of fancy, you play as a

genetically engineered bird named Otto. He's a neat-looking bird that
was created by Dr. Otto and his even-nastier wife Dr. Mildred. The
best thing about Otto is that he was designed so that he'd never

suffer from boredom. Because of that, the bird's advanced powers
allow him to fly through space and wall jump, grab power-ups, and

even duck and fly around obstacles. As he blasts through a wormhole
and approaches a star, Otto can unlock new hats and unique skins in

the game store! In the course of one crazy adventure, you'll run
through a diverse range of planets, from the desert to the woods. The
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player's in-game actions also affect Dr.

Grim Nights - Elven Curse Features Key:
Original Soundtrack!

Soundtrack features new compositions by Remo.
Soundtrack features new music compositions that have been

arranged to be compatible with the game.

Reworked Sounds
Enhancements
Global Quality Adjustments

LISTEN!
the NEW!
NO THING Soundtrack Donate:
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